In this paper, a two-stage multi-speaker identification (SID) system is proposed for mixed speeches with multiple speakers speaking simultaneously. By investigating the second stage processing, we improved the performance of multi-speaker SID from 94.6% to 99.0% on a standard testing set, and comparing with another state-of-art system, the proposed results were also a little better. We also examined the configure parameters of proposed algorithm, and found that the gain compensation parameter and composition model were crucial for multi-speaker SID. Also, the likelihood constrained parameter was an important improvement compared with conventional SID.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-speaker SID is encountered when input speeches are recorded with multiple talkers who speak simultaneously. These mixed speeches have large overlap between harmonics from different speakers. Identifying multiple speakers from mixed speeches is a challenging work in speech processing domain [1] [4] [5] [7] . We proposed a twostage multi-speaker SID system for mixed speeches with multiple speakers speaking simultaneously. In the first stage, SID was based on the confidence scores of credible frames, and in the second stage, we generated composition models from the results list in first stage and identified the speaker pairs existed in mixed speeches.
Motivated by the observation that the cochleograms of mixed speeches are almost the maximum of individual cochleograms, researchers have proposed Factorial Max Vector Quantization (MAXVQ) algorithm, which uses the MAX operation to combine outputs from the various sources [2] [3] . In this paper, we will generate composition model used in the second stage of proposed system, and it follow similar ideas as MAXVQ method.
We have evaluated likelihood constrained parameter and gain compensation parameter when computing the frame likelihood of mixed speech. [7] Here, we argue that these parameters are crucial for multi-speaker SID as well as the composition model. Also, we found that confidence score method in first stage was important for multi-speaker SID comparing with conventional SID procedure. Section 2 will give the scheme of the two-stage multispeaker SID system, and in section 3, the proposed algorithm was evaluated. At last, in section 4, we will do some conclusions.
TWO-STAGE MULTI-SID PROCEDURE
We adopted a two-stage algorithm for identifying the speakers which were present in mixed speeches. In first stage, we obtained a result speaker list by computing the confidence score of each frame, and in second stage, we generated more accurate composition models to improve the multi-SID performance. Before these two stages, we will introduce the specifics in computing frame likelihood scores firstly.
Frame likelihood score computing
First, we interpret the likelihood score computing for each frame of input speech. Assuming that there are T M speakers included in the training data, each speaker is described by GMM model:
is the number of mixture components, and t x is the extracted feature vector at frame t . Since the testing features may not match with the training features in some sense, the gain information is introduced the same as [1] . Thus Eq. (1) can be modified as:
is modeled as a discrete variable corresponding to G kinds of different target-to-masker ratio (TMR) with a priori g π as uniform.
Even if TMR is NOT known, we can also model them in a float form [7] .
Assuming that each dimension of the feature vector is independent from each other, k m Σ can be treated as a diagonal matrix (Note that although this assumption is physically unrealistic, it is extremely valuable to simplify computation complicity. Furthermore, in practice, it is also found that this approximation could obtain acceptable results). Sequentially, Eq. (2) could be rewritten as:
Where D is the dimension number of feature vectors, will be mainly dominated by that dimension and as a result it will be much less than the true one [7] . To reduce this effect, we modify Eq. (3) as:
First Stage: SID based on credible segments confidence scores
To gain the reliable estimation of
, the posteriori probability of x belonging to speaker m, only the frames with high entropy and fitting the model very well are selected to estimate which speakers are present in the mixture. The practical estimation is performed as below [1] : 1) Given t x , compute the normalized likelihood of m
2) Approximate the component class likelihood 
Where γ is a threshold determined by the experiments on development set. Therefore, the frames, which have high
can not fit any of the speaker models, are discarded; and only the frames, which fit the model very well, are utilized to estimate which speakers are present in the mixture speech.
In first stage, we got a list of recognized speakers, and we can choose the first two speakers as the final recognized results.
Second Stage: SID based on composition model
Since the performance in lowest SNR and highest SNR is not satisfied, we improved proposed algorithm with a second stage based on composition model. First, we choose the model of speaker with the highest score in the results list as the basic model, and compose the composition GMM models with the first ten models in the results list. Second, with these composed models, we applied the conventional algorithm of speaker identification to recognize speaker identifications in the mixed speech, and got the final results, a composition of two target speakers.
Here, each final composition GMM model is with K K × mixture number, and the parameters of the composition model can be calculated as follows: the mixture parameter is as the product of original mixture parameters, and for the mean and variance, we compared the two means of the original speaker models, and chose the mean and variance parameters of the model with bigger mean as the parameters of composition model. [2] [3] After the second stage processing, we gained a speaker composition as the final results.
As the GMM model is with K K × dimension, if we consider the gain parameter g, the computing complication would be
. Therefore, we designed a fast algorithm for the SID procedure with composition model, and depress computing complication to 3), Computed the likelihood of frame utilizing the new composition model, and gained the final composition results with the maximum likelihood principle.
With the fast implement, we choose a basis GMM component and gain parameter in step 1), and we don't need to consider the all combinations from two original GMMs with different components and gains.
EVALUATION

Basis of Experiments
Corpus
The evaluation corpus is the 2006 Speech Separation Challenge (SSC) Corpus. [6] The corpus contains three sets: training, testing, and development. The training set consists of 17000 sentences (500 from each of the 34 talkers). The two-talker data contain pairs of sentences mixed at 6 different target-to-masker ratio (TMR): -9, -6, -3, 0, 3, and 6dB. Each TMR condition contains 600 sentences in testing set and 300 in development set. In the 600 testing sentences about one third consists of same talker mixtures (ST); another one third mixtures of different talkers with the same gender (SG); and the remaining one third different gender mixtures (DG). Only the two-talker data is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system.
Front-end
A filterbank which consists of 128 gamatone filters is first employed to filter the input signal. The central frequencies of the filters are from 80Hz to 10 kHz. Then, the filtered signal of each filter is framed using 20ms frame length and 10 ms frame shift. The log energies in the 128 channels of a frame form the feature vector of a certain frame.
Training
The aim of training is to learn the corresponding model of each speaker presenting in the corpus from isolated, clean training data. Every speaker model corresponds to GMM model. The acquisition of the GMM model is performed by using a modified k-means clustering algorithm to finding good local optima.
Experiment results and analysis
We evaluated our algorithm with above two-talker subset of SSC corpus. The percentages of files where both speakers are identified as one of the two most probable source classes are reported.
First, we will show the experiment results of proposed two-stage algorithm. The basis experiment configures are {6 ,3 ,0 , 3 , 6 , 9 } g dB dB dB dB dB dB Table 1 shows the results on the two-talker testing set. It is shown that the accuracy of the speaker identification is 99.0% on average over all the conditions. Compared with the results of Kristhansson's which are listed in Table 2 , a small improvement can be found and ultimately they are in the same level, which proves that the proposed speaker identification algorithm could solve the problem satisfactorily. The about results seems good enough to ensure accurately recognizing the two speaker in the mixed speech. But for utterances in ST subset, if we take both speakers are identified as one of the two most probable source classes as correct results, we cannot ensure that the two speakers in result composition are consistent with the two true speakers. In fact, only about 70% of recognized results for utterances in ST subset are truly consistent with the two true speakers, and the other 30% is the composition of true speaker with another speaker.
Evaluation different configure parameters
Here, we will show the experiment evaluations in different configure parameters. 
The effect of the second stage
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-stage multi-speaker identification system was proposed. By evaluating, we found that gain compensation and composition model were effective technologies for multi-speaker SID tasks with variance TMR, and constrained likelihood and confidence score method were also crucial for multi-speaker SID. Finally, the proposed system can identify two speakers in mixed speech with high accuracy (99.0% in average).
